Analysis of the Russian Olympian Ski Jumpers’ Technical Fitness on the Basis of Information Database
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Abstract—At the moment many experts, coaches and athletes in ski jumping are focused on search of the most effective ways allowing to increase quality of the training process. At the same time computer technologies are integral part of sport for a long time and are actively used in ski jumping. The aim of the research was to analyze the indicators of the Russian national team in ski jumping members technical fitness on the basis of information database. Examples of the technical fitness analysis are shown on three athletes of the Russian national team who took part in the Winter Olympic Games in Sochi. It is established that the athlete M.M. has erred in flight and contact landing phases (he has insufficiently inclined his trunk). The athlete I.H. has erred in non-contact take-off, flight and contact landing phases (insufficient extension of ankle joint and trunk bending).
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I. INTRODUCTION

At present management of athletes fitness is impossible to imagine without a systematic control of athletes’ fitness and analytics of the results obtained [2, 12]. At the same time the effectiveness of these processes depends largely on the quality of collecting, systematization and keeping the information obtained on condition of investigating objects. Computer processing, collection and storage of athletes’ fitness controlled indicators allows ultimately to create database, and this information is the foundation for a coach for effective management of the training process [15].

The efficiency of this approach was demonstrated by professor B. Jost at the University of Ljubljana. He developed the information database (he calls it “system of expert assessment”) and implemented it in the training process of the Slovenian ski jumpers [8, 9].

However, in the Russian ski jumping the database, unfortunately, is not still established and used (till not old time actively were not used). Although their systematic use would allow, on the one hand, to treat quickly the extensive data on the current status of athletes, on the other hand, to develop a model of the of athletes’ fitness different sides characteristics at different age, sex, skills that would let significantly improve the existing system of sports selection in ski jumping and Nordic combined.

II. METHODS

Study and generalization of the scientific-methodical literature; pedagogic observation; video filming with the video analysis on the basis of the software Dartfish (version 4.0). They were carried out according to the recommendations stated in a number of scientific works [3, 4, 7, 12, 13, 14]. For creation of information database the software Microsoft Access 2016 was used. As example of carrying out the comparative analysis of technical ski jumpers’ fitness video records of three jumps, executed by athletes of the Russian national team from jumping hill (K-95) (02/08/2014) at the Winter Olympic Games are used. The research of technical athletes’ fitness performed on kinematic indicators (to angles between various parts of the athletes’ body and the horizon) in in-run, contact take-off, non-contact take-off, flight, non-contact landing and contact landing phases carrying out comparison of the actual results with model characteristics [10, 11].

III. RESULTS

On the basis of the software we developed the information database which consists of 6 sections and contains information on morphological features of the athletes’ body structure, about the most important parameters of competitive activity, indicators of technical, physical, functional fitness of ski jumpers and their dynamics during not only the current competitive season but also the Olympic cycle. Compound component of the database are model characteristics of technical fitness and competitive activity of ski jumpers.

In this scientific work, proceeding from the maintenance of our research a subject, we have involved only 3 blocks of ID containing data on indicators of athletes technical and competitive fitness.
On the example of results in the first trial of two athletes, who took part in the Russian national team at the Winter Olympic in Sochi, we will analyze indicators their technical fitness and competitive performance on the basis of created information database.

The comparative analysis of the ski jumper M.M. actual technical fitness indicators with model characteristics has shown that angular characteristics of the carried out jump technique corresponded practically to model indicators in phases of in-run (αIR, βIR, φIR), contact take-off (αCT, βCT, φCT), non-contact take-off (αNT, αNT, φNT) and non-contact landing (αNL, φNL).

However, comparison of angular characteristics in flight phase allowed to make the conclusion that the athlete made a small mistake of inclining his trunk insufficiently, deviation size in angle was 8 degrees.

At the same time the investigated athlete bent legs in ankle joint (α) insufficiently that has negatively impact on his aerodynamic position in relation to the horizon (ο). The committed errors in the flight and contact landing phases, unfortunately, has negatively impact on judges’ points and total scoring for jump. So, total scoring for jump was 10,4 points less than model values that allowed the jumper M.M. to place only 10-th.

Comparison of the ski jumper I. Kh. actual technical fitness indicators with model characteristics showed that angular characteristics of the carried out jump technique corresponded practically to model indicators only in in-run, contact take-off and non-contact landing phases. Essential divergences of actual angular characteristics values with model were fixed in the following indicators of non-contact take-off, flight and contact landing: the angle αIR was lower than norm by 12 degrees, the angle βIR – by 11 degrees, the angle ωF – by 10 degrees, the angle αIR by 12 degrees, the angle αCT – by 24 degrees, the angle φCT – by 20 degrees, the angle φNL – by 10 degrees. The analysis of the indicators obtained allows to speak about that this athlete committed errors connected with insufficient extension of ankle joint and trunk bending in the phases of non-contact take-off and flight. The committed errors in technique jump significantly had impact on indicators of competitive activity: total jump length was less modal values by 11 meters, judicial points were less by 8,5 points and total scoring – by 25,2 points. The results obtained has allowed to place only 35-th.

The comparative analysis of sky jumpers technical fitness which is carried out by us is made according to number of scientific works [1, 3, 7, 12, 14], in which kinematic indicators of athletes jump technique in different phases are similarly investigated. At the same time information technologies are important component of preparation in ski jumping for a long time by means of which scientists have opportunity to investigate recent trends in jump technique [5, 6]. However, in the majority of scientific works the use of information technologies is limited only with use special computer programs. They are allowing to estimate and analyze one-time kinematic indicators of jump technique, but not giving the chance to estimate technical fitness of athletes systemically and to carry out the comparative analysis of jump technique kinematic indicators for a long time [10, 11]. Thus, there is a need of the common computer program creation. It would help coaches and athletes to carry out comparison of actual indicators in fitness of one or several athletes with model characteristics (to carry out comparison of several athletes among themselves), based on it to correct process of jump technique formation taking into account specific features of each athlete.

The presented examples the Russian sky jumpers’ technical fitness comparative analysis with use of information database allow to say that M.M. should place an emphasis on the use of the various imitating exercises and training simulators in his training process promoting improvement of jump technique in the flight and contact landing phases. The athlete I. Kh. should have much paid attention to improvement of jump technique in the non-contact take-off, flight and contact landing phases before preparation for the main competitions.

IV. CONCLUSION

At present information technologies are integral part of modern sport. One of the computer programs types which were widely adopted in sports practice are information database. They are actively used for the purpose of effective management, control and correction of athlete’s training. The developed database allows to store information on the most important morphological indicators, criteria of competitive activity and parameters of technical, physical, functional fitness of skiers jumpers of different qualification and their dynamics during not only the current competitive season, but also the Olympic cycle. Carrying out the comparative analysis of three ski jumpers technical fitness indicators who are part of the Russian national team and took part in competitions at the Winter Olympic Games in Sochi with using of information database has allowed to reveal faults in technique of each athlete in various phases of jump.
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